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A highly-available move operation for replicated
trees
Martin Kleppmann, Dominic P. Mulligan, Victor B. F. Gomes, and Alastair R. Beresford
Abstract—Replicated tree data structures are a fundamental building block of distributed filesystems, such as Google Drive and
Dropbox, and collaborative applications with a JSON or XML data model. These systems need to support a move operation that allows
a subtree to be moved to a new location within the tree. However, such a move operation is difficult to implement correctly if different
replicas can concurrently perform arbitrary move operations, and we demonstrate bugs in Google Drive and Dropbox that arise with
concurrent moves. In this paper we present a CRDT algorithm that handles arbitrary concurrent modifications on trees, while ensuring
that the tree structure remains valid (in particular, no cycles are introduced), and guaranteeing that all replicas converge towards the
same consistent state. Our algorithm requires no synchronous coordination between replicas, making it highly available in the face of
network partitions. We formally prove the correctness of our algorithm using the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant, and evaluate the
performance of our formally verified implementation in a geo-replicated setting.
Index Terms—Conflict-free Replicated Data Types (CRDTs), formal verification, distributed filesystems, distributed collaboration
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1 INTRODUCTION
MANY applications use a tree-structured data model.Most filesystems are trees: directories are branch
nodes, files are leaf nodes (we discuss hardlinks in §3.7).
XML and JSON documents are also trees, and they are
used in many applications to represent e.g. rich text (a tree
of paragraphs, lists, figures, sections, etc.), vector graphics,
CAD drawings, and many other types of data. Typically,
a graphical user interface allows a user to edit this infor-
mation interactively, resulting in updates to the underlying
XML/JSON structure: adding or deleting nodes in the tree,
and moving nodes from one position in the tree to another.
In distributed filesystems and collaborative multi-user
software, this tree is replicated across multiple nodes. If
users attempt to update the tree concurrently on different
replicas, concurrency control is required. However, standard
techniques such as two-phase locking require synchronous
coordination between replicas. If the software is running
on mobile devices with unreliable network connectivity,
an application based on synchronous coordination becomes
unresponsive during network interruptions, leaving users
unable to work while they are offline.
If we want to allow offline work, we must allow the
system to continue processing read and write requests even
in the presence of arbitrary network partitions; in other
words, we require high availability and partition-tolerance
in the sense of the CAP theorem [1]. We can achieve this
goal by using optimistic replication [2], which means that
any replica can make changes to the data without waiting
for communication with any other replicas; updates made
while disconnected are sent to other replicas later when
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a network connection is available. Besides allowing the
system to tolerate network partitions, this approach can also
improve performance for end users because the response
time of a user request is independent of any network latency.
Dropbox and Google Drive are widely-deployed exam-
ples of optimistically replicated filesystems: they run a dae-
mon on the user’s machine that watches a designated direc-
tory for changes. The user can read and arbitrarily modify
the files on their local disk, even while their computer
is offline. However, when the filesystem is concurrently
updated on different computers, Google Drive and Dropbox
exhibit bugs in their concurrency control, as we show in §2.
In this paper we introduce a novel algorithm for han-
dling concurrent updates to a replicated tree, such as an
XML document or filesystem. It allows replicas to manipu-
late the tree by creating nodes, deleting nodes, or moving
subtrees to a new location within the tree. We rule out
bugs like those in Google Drive by formally proving our
algorithm correct using the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant.
Our algorithm supports optimistic replication, allowing
replicas to temporarily diverge as they are updated, and
ensuring that they always converge towards a consistent
state. It is an example of a Conflict-free Replicated Data Type
or CRDT [3], and it guarantees a consistency model called
strong eventual consistency [3], [4]. Our contributions are:
• We define a Conflict-free Replicated Data Type for
trees that allow move operations without any coordi-
nation between replicas such as locking or consen-
sus. As discussed in §2.3, this has previously been
thought to be impossible to achieve [5], [6].
• We formalise the algorithm using Isabelle/HOL [7],
a proof assistant based on higher-order logic, and
obtain a computer-checked proof of correctness. In
particular, we prove that arbitrary concurrent modi-
fications to the tree can be merged such that all repli-
cas converge to a consistent state, while preserving
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the tree structure. Our proof technique can also be
applied to other distributed systems, making it of
independent interest.
• To demonstrate its practical viability, we extract a
formally verified Scala implementation of our algo-
rithm from Isabelle. We compare its performance to
a hand-optimised (not formally verified) implemen-
tation and to classic state machine replication. In
a geo-replicated setup across three continents, state
machine replication has approximately four times
higher throughput than our algorithm, but our al-
gorithm has up to 100,000 times lower latency.
• We perform experiments with Dropbox and Google
Drive, and show that they exhibit problems that
would be prevented by our algorithm.
2 WHY A MOVE OPERATION IS HARD
Applications that rely on a tree data model often need to
move a node from one location to another location within
the tree, such that all of its children move along with it:
• In a filesystem, any file or directory can be moved
to a different parent directory. Moreover, renaming a
file or directory is equivalent to moving it to a new
name without changing its parent directory.
• In a rich text editor, a paragraph can be turned into
a bullet point. In the XML tree this corresponds to
creating new list and bullet point nodes, and then
moving the paragraph node inside the bullet point.
• In graphics software, grouping two objects corre-
sponds to creating a new group node, and then
moving the two objects into the new group node.
As these operations are so common, it is not obvious why a
move operation should be difficult in a replicated setting. In
this section we demonstrate some problems that arise with
replicated trees, before proceeding to our solution in §3.
2.1 Concurrent moves of the same node
The first difficulty arises when the same node is concur-
rently moved into different locations on different replicas.
This scenario is illustrated in Figure 1, where replica 1
moves node A to be a child of B, while concurrently
replica 2 moves A to be a child of C . After the replicas
communicate, what should the merged state of the tree be?
If a move operation is implemented by deleting the
moved subtree from its old location, and then re-creating
it at the new location, the merged state will be as shown in
Figure 1a: the concurrent moves will duplicate the moved
subtree, since each move independently recreates the sub-
tree in each destination location. We believe that this du-
plication is undesirable, since subsequent edits to nodes in
the duplicated subtree will apply to only one of the copies.
Two users who believe they are collaborating on the same
file may in fact be editing two different copies, which will
then become inconsistent with each other. In the rich text
editor and graphics software examples, such duplication is
also undesirable.
Another possible resolution is for the destination loca-
tions of both moves to refer to the same node, as shown in
Figure 1b. However, the result is a DAG, not a tree. POSIX
filesystems do not allow this outcome, since they do not
allow hardlinks to directories.
In our opinion, the only reasonable outcomes are those
shown in Figure 1c and 1d: the moved subtree appears
either in replica 1’s destination location or in replica 2’s
destination location, but not in both. Which one of these
two is picked is arbitrary, due to the symmetry between
the two replicas. The “winning” location could be picked
based on a timestamp in the operations, similarly to the “last
writer wins” conflict resolution method of Thomas’s write
rule [8]. The timestamp in this context need not come from
a physical clock; it could also be logical, such as a Lamport
timestamp [9].
We tested this scenario with file sync products Dropbox
and Google Drive by concurrently moving the same direc-
tory to two different destination directories.1 Dropbox ex-
hibited the undesirable duplication behaviour of Figure 1a,
while the outcome on Google Drive was as in Figure 1c/d.
2.2 Moving a node to be a descendant of itself
On a filesystem, the destination directory of a move op-
eration must not be a subdirectory of the directory being
moved. For example, if b is a subdirectory of a, then the
Unix shell command mv a a/b/ will fail with an error.
This restriction is required because allowing this operation
would introduce a cycle into the directory graph, and so the
filesystem would no longer be a tree. Any tree data structure
that supports a move operation must handle this case.
In an unreplicated tree it is easy to prevent cycles being
introduced: if the node being moved is an ancestor of the
destination node, the operation is rejected. However, in a
replicated setting, different replicas may perform operations
that are individually safe, but whose combination leads to
a cycle. One such example is illustrated in Figure 2. Here,
replica 1 moves B to be a child of A, while concurrently
replica 2 moves A to be a child of B. As each replica
propagates its operation to the other replica, a careless im-
plementation might end up in the state shown in Figure 2a:
A and B have formed a cycle, detached from the tree.
Another possible outcome is shown in Figure 2b: the
nodes involved in the concurrent moves (and their children)
could be duplicated, so that both “A as a child of B” and
“B as a child of A” can exist in the tree. However, such
duplication is undesirable for the same reasons as in §2.1.
In our opinion, the best way of handling the conflicting
operations of Figure 2 is to choose either Figure 2c or 2d:
that is, either the result of applying replica 1’s operation and
ignoring replica 2’s operation, or vice versa. Like in §2.1, the
winning operation can be picked based on a timestamp.
As before, we tested this scenario with Google Drive
and Dropbox. In Google Drive, one replica was able to
successfully sync with the server, while the other replica
displayed the “unknown error” message shown in Figure 3.
1. Experiment setup: we installed the official Mac OS clients for
Dropbox and Google Drive on two computers, logged into the same
Dropbox/Google accounts, and configured them to sync a directory
on the local filesystem. To test concurrent operations, we disconnected
both computers from the Internet, performed a move operation on the
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Fig. 1. Replica 1 moves A to be a child of B, while concurrently replica 2 moves the same node A to be a child of C. Boxes (a) to (d) show possible
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Fig. 2. Initially, nodes A and B are siblings. Replica 1 moves B to be a child of A, while concurrently replica 2 moves A to be a child of B. Boxes
(a) to (d) show possible outcomes after the replicas have communicated and merged their states.
Fig. 3. Error message produced by Google Drive Backup and Sync on Mac OS as a result of performing the operations shown in Figure 2, indicating
a bug in the underlying replication algorithm.
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The replica in an error state refused to sync the conflicting
directory, and its filesystem state remained permanently
inconsistent with the other replica. This error state persisted
until the directories on the erroring replica were manually
moved to match the state of the other replica. We have
reported this bug to Google. On the other hand, Dropbox
exhibited the duplication behaviour shown in Figure 2b.
2.3 Is a highly-available move operation impossible?
Najafzadeh et al. [5], [6] previously implemented a repli-
cated filesystem with a move operation, and analysed the
case of concurrent move operations introducing a cycle.
Using the CISE proof tool [10], [11] the authors confirm
that it is not sufficient for the replica that generates a move
operation to check whether the operation introduces a cycle:
like in Figure 2, two concurrent operations may be safe
individually, but introduce a cycle when combined.
Najafzadeh et al. propose two solutions to this problem:
either to duplicate tree nodes, as in Figure 2b, or to execute
a synchronous locking protocol that prevents two move
operations from concurrently modifying the same part of
the tree. The downside of a locking protocol is that the
move operation is no longer highly available in the presence
of network partitions, since it must wait for synchronous
communication with other replicas or a lock server.
While these solutions are valid, the authors go on to
claim that “no file system can support an unsynchronised
move without anomalies, such as loss or duplication” [6].
We refute that claim in this paper: our algorithm does
not perform any locking, coordination or synchronisation
among replicas, but it nevertheless ensures that the tree
invariants are always satisfied (in particular, it never in-
troduces cycles), and it never duplicates or loses any tree
nodes. To our knowledge, our algorithm is the first to pro-
vide all of these properties simultaneously. We give a precise
specification of our algorithm’s consistency properties in §4.
3 THE REPLICATED TREE ALGORITHM
We now introduce our algorithm for a replicated tree that
supports a move operation. We model each replica as a state
machine that transitions from one state to the next by apply-
ing an operation. The algorithm is executed independently
on each replica with no shared memory between replicas.
When the user wants to make a change to the tree, they
generate an operation and apply it to their local replica. Ev-
ery operation is also asynchronously sent over the network
to all other replicas, and applied by every remote replica us-
ing the same algorithm as for local operations. A replica may
communicate directly with any other replica. The network
may arbitrarily delay or reorder messages, but we assume
that an underlying network protocol detects and retransmits
lost messages, and suppresses duplicates. We do not assume
any central server or consensus protocol. Any number of
replicas may fail by crashing, and any non-crashed subset
of replicas can continue executing operations.
The key consistency property of our algorithm is conver-
gence: that is, whenever any two replicas have applied the
same set of operations, then they must be in the same state—
even if the operations were applied in a different order
on different replicas. We prove this in §4 by showing that
applying operations using our algorithm is commutative.
Figure 4 gives the full source code for our algorithm
in the Isabelle/HOL language [7]. We choose this language
because it combines the conciseness of pseudocode with the
precision of mathematical notation. It supports formal rea-
soning, allowing us to prove the correctness of the algorithm
(§4), and it can be exported to Scala, Haskell, or OCaml.
In this section we walk through the code step by step,
explaining the Isabelle/HOL syntax as we encounter it.
Additional background documentation is available [12].
3.1 Operations and trees
We allow the tree to be updated in three ways: by creating
a new child of any parent node, by deleting a node, or by
moving a node to be a child of a new parent. However,
all three types of update can be represented by a move
operation. To create a node, we generate a fresh ID for that
node, and issue an operation to move this new ID to be
a child of its desired parent; the node is then implicitly
created. We also designate as “trash” some node ID that
does not exist in the tree; then we can delete a node by
moving it to be a child of the trash. Node creation and
deletion are discussed further in §3.6.
Thus, we define one kind of operation: Move t p m c
(Figure 4, lines 1–5). A move operation is a 4-tuple consisting
of a timestamp t of type ’t, a parent node ID p of type ’n,
a metadata field m of type ’m, and a child node ID c of
type ’n. Here, ’t, ’n and ’m are type variables that can be
replaced with arbitrary types; we only require that node
identifiers ’n are globally unique (e.g. UUIDs); timestamps ’t
need to be globally unique and totally ordered (e.g. Lamport
timestamps [9]).
The meaning of an operation Move t p m c is that at time t,
the node with ID c is moved to be a child of the parent node
with ID p. The operation does not specify the old location
of c; the algorithm simply removes c from wherever it is
currently located in the tree, and moves it to p. If c does not
currently exist in the tree, it is created as a child of p.
The metadata field m in a move operation allows ad-
ditional information to be associated with the parent-child
relationship of p and c. For example, in a filesystem, the par-
ent and child are the inodes of a directory and a file within
it, respectively, and the metadata contains the filename of
the child. Thus, a file with inode c can be renamed by
performing a Move t p m c, where the new parent directory
p is the inode of the existing parent (unchanged), but the
metadata m contains the new filename.
When users want to make changes to the tree on their
local replica, they generate new Move t p m c operations
for these changes, and apply these operations using the
algorithm described in the rest of this section.
We can represent the tree as a set of (parent, meta, child)
triples, denoted in Isabelle/HOL as (’n × ’m × ’n) set. When
we have (p, m, c) ∈ tree, that means c is a child of p in the tree,
with associated metadata m. Given a tree, we can construct
a new tree’ in which the child c is moved to a new parent p,
with associated metadata m, as follows:
tree’ = {(p’, m’, c’) ∈ tree. c’ 6= c} ∪ {(p, m, c)}
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datatype ( ′t, ′n, ′m) operation1





datatype ( ′t, ′n, ′m) log op7
= LogMove (log time: ′t)8





type synonym ( ′t, ′n, ′m) state = ( ′t, ′n, ′m) log op list × ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set14
15
definition get parent :: ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set⇒ ′n⇒ ( ′n × ′m) option where16
get parent tree child ≡17
if ∃ !parent. ∃ !meta. (parent, meta, child) ∈ tree then18
Some (THE (parent, meta). (parent, meta, child) ∈ tree)19
else None20
21
inductive ancestor :: ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set⇒ ′n⇒ ′n⇒ bool where22
[[(parent, meta, child) ∈ tree]] =⇒ ancestor tree parent child |23
[[(parent, meta, child) ∈ tree; ancestor tree anc parent]] =⇒ ancestor tree anc child24
25
fun do op :: ( ′t, ′n, ′m) operation × ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set⇒ ( ′t, ′n, ′m) log op × ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set where26
do op (Move t newp m c, tree) =27
(LogMove t (get parent tree c) newp m c,28
if ancestor tree c newp ∨ c = newp then tree29
else {(p ′, m ′, c ′) ∈ tree. c ′ 6= c} ∪ {(newp, m, c)})30
31
fun undo op :: ( ′t, ′n, ′m) log op × ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set⇒ ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set where32
undo op (LogMove t None newp m c, tree) = {(p ′, m ′, c ′) ∈ tree. c ′ 6= c} |33
undo op (LogMove t (Some (oldp, oldm)) newp m c, tree) =34
{(p ′, m ′, c ′) ∈ tree. c ′ 6= c} ∪ {(oldp, oldm, c)}35
36
fun redo op :: ( ′t, ′n, ′m) log op⇒ ( ′t, ′n, ′m) state⇒ ( ′t, ′n, ′m) state where37
redo op (LogMove t p m c) (ops, tree) =38
(let (op2, tree2) = do op (Move t p m c, tree)39
in (op2 # ops, tree2))40
41
fun apply op :: ( ′t::{linorder}, ′n, ′m) operation⇒ ( ′t, ′n, ′m) state⇒ ( ′t, ′n, ′m) state where42
apply op op1 ([], tree1) =43
(let (op2, tree2) = do op (op1, tree1)44
in ([op2], tree2)) |45
apply op op1 (logop # ops, tree1) =46
(if move time op1 < log time logop47
then redo op logop (apply op op1 (ops, undo op (logop, tree1)))48
else let (op2, tree2) = do op (op1, tree1) in (op2 # logop # ops, tree2))49
50
definition apply ops :: ( ′t::{linorder}, ′n, ′m) operation list⇒ ( ′t, ′n, ′m) state where51
apply ops ops ≡ foldl (λstate oper. apply op oper state) ([], {}) ops52
53
definition unique parent :: ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set⇒ bool where54
unique parent tree ≡55
(∀ p1 p2 m1 m2 c. (p1, m1, c) ∈ tree ∧ (p2, m2, c) ∈ tree −→ p1 = p2 ∧ m1 = m2)56
57
definition acyclic :: ( ′n × ′m × ′n) set⇒ bool where58
acyclic tree ≡ (@ n. ancestor tree n n)59
Fig. 4. The move operation algorithm, implemented in the Isabelle/HOL language.
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That is, we remove any existing parent-child relationship
for c from the set tree, and then add {(p, m, c)} to represent
the new parent-child relationship. This expression appears
on lines 30 and 35 of Figure 4, as we shall explain shortly.
3.2 Replica state and operation log
In order to correctly apply move operations, a replica needs
to maintain not only the current state of the tree, but also
an operation log. The log is a list of LogMove records in
descending timestamp order. LogMove t oldp p m c (lines 7–
12) is similar to Move t p m c; the difference is that LogMove
has an additional field oldp of type (’n × ’m) option. This
option type means the field can either take the value None
(similar to null), or a pair of a node ID and a metadata field.
When a replica applies a Move operation to its tree, it
also records a corresponding LogMove operation in its log.
The t, p, m and c fields are taken directly from the Move
record, while the oldp field is filled in based on the state of
the tree before the move. If c did not exist in the tree, oldp is
set to None. Otherwise, oldp records the previous parent and
metadata of c: if there exist p’ and m’ such that (p’, m’, c) ∈
tree, then oldp is set to Some (p’, m’).
The get parent function (lines 16–20) implements this. In
the first line of get parent, the expression between :: and
where is the type signature of the function, in this case:
(’n × ’m × ’n) set⇒ ’n⇒ (’n × ’m) option
This signature denotes a function that takes two arguments:
a tree (’n× ’m× ’n) set and a node ID ’n. It then returns a (’n
× ’m) option. The operator ∃ !x means “there exists a unique
value x such that. . . ”, while THE x means “choose the unique
value x such that. . . ”.
In line 14 we define the datatype for the state of a replica:
a pair (log, tree) where log is a list of LogMove records, and
tree is a set of (parent, meta, child) triples as before.
3.3 Preventing cycles
Recall from §2.2 that in order to prevent a cycle being
introduced, the node being moved must not be an ancestor
of the destination node. To implement this we first define
the ancestor relation in lines 22–24. It is the transitive closure
of a tree’s parent-child relation: if (p, m, c) ∈ tree then p is an
ancestor of c (line 23); moreover, if a is an ancestor of p and
(p, m, c) ∈ tree, then a is also an ancestor of c (line 24). The
inductive keyword indicates that this recursive definition is
iterated until the least fixed point is reached.
The do op function (lines 26–30) now performs the actual
work of applying a move operation. This function takes as
argument a pair consisting of a Move operation and the
current tree, and it returns a pair consisting of a LogMove
operation (which will be added to the log) and an updated
tree. In line 28, the LogMove record is constructed as de-
scribed in §3.2, obtaining the prior parent and metadata of c
using the get parent function.
Line 29 performs the check that ensures no cycles are
introduced: if ancestor tree c newp, i.e. if the node c is being
moved, and c is an ancestor of the new parent newp, then the
tree is returned unmodified—in other words, the operation
is ignored. Similarly, the operation is also ignored if c = newp.
Otherwise (line 30), the tree is updated by removing c from
its existing parent, if any, and adding the new parent-child
relationship (newp, m, c) to the tree.
3.4 Applying operations in any order
The do op function is sufficient for applying operations if
all replicas apply operations in the same order. However, in
an optimistic replication setting, each replica may apply the
operations in a different order, and we need to ensure that
the replica state nevertheless converges towards a consistent
state. This goal is accomplished by the undo op, redo op, and
apply op functions (lines 32–49).
When a replica needs to apply an operation with time-
stamp t, it first undoes the effect of any operations with a
timestamp greater than t, then performs the new operation,
and finally re-applies the undone operations. As a result, the
state of the tree is as if the operations had all been applied
in order of increasing timestamp, even though in fact they
might have been applied in any order.
The apply op function (lines 42–49) takes two arguments:
a Move operation to apply and the current replica state; and
it returns the new replica state. The constraint ’t::{linorder}
in the type signature indicates that timestamps ’t are in-
stances of the linorder type class, and they can therefore be
compared with the < operator defining a linear (or total)
order. This comparison occurs on line 47.
Recall that the replica state includes the operation log
(line 14), and we use this log to perform the undo-do-
redo cycle. Lines 43–45 handle the case where the log is
empty: in this case, we simply perform the operation using
do op, and return the new tree along with a log containing
a single LogMove record. If the log is nonempty (line 46),
we take logop to be the first element of the log, and ops
to be the rest. (The hash character in logop # ops is the
list cons operator that adds one element to the head of a
list.) If the timestamp of logop is greater than the timestamp
of the new operation (line 47) we first undo logop with
undo op, then recursively apply the new operation to the
remaining log, and finally reapply logop with redo op (line
48). Otherwise we perform the operation using do op, and
add the corresponding LogMove record as the head of the
log (line 49).
This logic ensures that the log is maintained in descend-
ing timestamp order, with the greatest timestamp at the
head. undo op (lines 32–35) inverts the effect of a previous
move operation by restoring the prior parent and metadata
that were recorded in the LogMove’s additional field. redo op
(lines 37–40) uses do op to perform an operation again and
recomputes the LogMove record (which might have changed
due to the effect of the new operation).
3.5 Handling conflicts
Due to the undo-do-redo cycle, the state of the tree is as if
all operations had been applied using do op in increasing
timestamp order, regardless of the order in which they
were actually applied. This provides a clear and consistent
approach to the handling of conflicts:
• If two operations concurrently move the same node,
the operation with the lower timestamp moves the
node first, and then the operation with the greater
timestamp moves it again, so the final parent is
determined by the latter. Since move operations do
not specify the old location of a node, but only the
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new location, this sequential execution of concurrent
operations is well-defined. In Figure 1, the outcome
is (c) if the operation from replica 1 has the greater
timestamp, or (d) if the operation from replica 2 has
the greater timestamp.
• If two operations would introduce a cycle when
combined, as in §2.2, then the operation with the
greater timestamp is ignored because do op checks
for cycles based on the tree created by all operations
with a lower timestamp. The lower of two conflicting
operations will take effect, since that operation by it-
self is safe. When the higher-timestamped operation
is applied, do op detects that it would introduce a
cycle, and therefore ignores the operation. In the ex-
ample of Figure 2, the outcome is (c) if the operation
from replica 1 has the lower timestamp, or (d) if the
operation from replica 2 has the lower timestamp.
This resolution of a conflict between two operations can
be generalised to any number of conflicting operations by
repeatedly applying the rules pairwise.
Note that the safety of an operation (whether or not
it would introduce a cycle) may change as subsequent
operations with lower timestamps are applied. For example,
an operation may initially be regarded as safe, and then be
reclassified as unsafe after applying a conflicting operation
with a lower timestamp. The opposite is also possible: an
operation previously regarded as unsafe may become safe
through the application of an operation that removes the
risk of introducing a cycle. For this reason, the operation log
must include all operations, even those that were ignored.
One final type of conflict that we have not discussed
so far is multiple child nodes with the same parent and
the same metadata. For example, in a filesystem, two users
could concurrently create files with the same name in the
same directory. Our algorithm does not prevent such a
conflict, but simply retains both child nodes. In practice, the
collision would be resolved by making the filenames dis-
tinct, e.g. by appending a replica identifier to the filenames.
3.6 Node creation and deletion
As discussed previously, no separate operations for node
creation and deletion are needed, since a node is implicitly
created when it is first moved, and a node can be deleted
by moving it to a designated trash node outside of the tree.
By avoiding a distinction between different operation types
we simplify the algorithm and proofs of correctness, but we
potentially sacrifice performance in applications that mostly
create and delete nodes, and only occasionally move nodes.
Ideally, we would want to incur the costs of the undo-do-
redo process only for genuine move operations, and not for
node creation and deletion.
This optimisation is possible for operations that create
new tree nodes: such operations can be directly applied to
the tree without any undo/redo by using do op instead of
apply op, and they do not need to recorded in the log. We
have proved in Isabelle that this optimisation is safe, under
the following additional assumptions: 1. the parent node
in any move/create operation must exist in the tree; 2. the
creation operation for a given node must be unique (i.e.
there cannot be two operations that both create the same
node); 3. a node creation operation is applied before any
operation that moves the created node. These assumptions
are easily satisfied in practice.
For node deletion we have not been able to find a sim-
ilar optimisation. Deletion operations must go through the
undo-do-redo process because deleting a node may cause a
previously unsafe move operation with a greater timestamp
to become safe by breaking a particular ancestor relation-
ship; and as the previously ignored operation takes effect,
we must re-evaluate all operations with greater timestamps
to determine whether they are safe or not.
When a node is deleted, any children of the deleted node
remain in the tree, but since they are no longer reachable
from the root, they effectively become invisible to the ap-
plication. We do not recursively remove children, since a
move operation concurrent to the deletion operation might
move the deleted subtree back out of the trash and into
the visible tree; in this scenario we want all children of the
moved subtree to be preserved unmodified.
3.7 Algorithm extensions
Hardlinks and symlinks. Unix filesystems support hard-
links, which allow the same file inode to be referenced
from multiple locations in a tree. Our tree data structure
can easily be extended to support this: rather than placing
file data directly in the leaf nodes of the tree, the leaf node
must reference the file inode. Thus, references to the same
file inode can appear in multiple leaf nodes of the tree.
Symlinks are also easy to support, since they are just leaf
nodes containing a path (not a reference to an inode).
Log truncation. The algorithm as specified in Figure 4
retains operations in the log indefinitely, so the memory
use grows without bound. However, in practice it is easy
to truncate the log, because apply op only examines the log
prefix of operations whose timestamp is greater than that of
the operation being applied. Thus, once it is known that all
future operations will have a timestamp greater than t, then
operations with timestamp t or less can be discarded from
the log. In this case, we say that t is causally stable [13].
A similar approach can be used to garbage-collect any
tree nodes in the trash (§3.1). Initially, trashed nodes must
be retained because a concurrent move operation may move
them back out of the trash. However, once the operation
that moved a node to the trash is causally stable, we know
that no future operations will refer to this node, and so the
trashed node and its descendants can be discarded.
We can determine causal stability in a system where
the set of replicas is known, where each replica generates
operations with monotonically increasing timestamps, and
where the communication link between any pair of replicas
is FIFO (messages are received in the order in which they
are sent, as implemented e.g. by TCP). In this case, we can
keep track of the most recent timestamp we have seen from
each replica (including our own), and the minimum of these
timestamps is the causally stable threshold.
Ordering of sibling nodes. Another useful extension of the
tree algorithm is to allow children of the same parent node
to have an explicit ordering. For example, in XML, the set of
children of an element is ordered. This can be implemented
by maintaining an additional list CRDT for each branch
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node, e.g. using RGA [14] or Logoot [15]. These algorithms
assign a unique ID to each element of the list, and this ID
can be included in the metadata field of move operations in
order to determine the order of sibling nodes.
This approach to determining ordering also easily sup-
ports reordering of child nodes within a parent: to move
a node to a different position in a list, we use the list
CRDT to generate a new ID at the desired position in the
sequence [16]. Then we perform a move operation in which
the parent node is unchanged, and this new ID is used as
metadata.
4 PROOF OF CORRECTNESS
We now discuss the correctness properties of the algorithm
from §3. All theorems stated here have been formally proved
and mechanically checked using Isabelle. For space reasons
this paper gives only the statements that were proved, but
elides a discussion of the reasoning steps. The Isabelle files
containing the full details are open source [17], and are
included as supplementary material with this paper.
To reason about the state of a replica we first define the
function apply ops on lines 51–52 of Figure 4. It takes a list
of operations ops and returns the state of a replica after it
has applied all the operations in ops. The apply ops function
works by starting in the initial state ([], {}) consisting of
the empty operation log [] and the tree represented by the
empty set {}, and then applying the operations one by one
to the state using the apply op function (introduced in §3.4).
The foldl function from the Isabelle/HOL standard library
performs the iteration over the list of operations.
4.1 Tree invariants
A tree is an acyclic graph in which every node has exactly
one parent, except for the root, which has no parent. In fact,
we slightly generalise this property and allow more than
one root to exist, so the graph represents a forest, allowing
an application to move nodes between different trees if
desired. For example, the trash node used for deletion can
be separate from the main tree. To prove that our algorithm
maintains a forest structure, no matter which operations are
applied, we demonstrate several invariants.
Each node’s parent is unique. The first invariant we prove
is that each tree node has either no parent (if it is the root
of a tree) or exactly one parent (if it is a non-root node).
We state this theorem in Isabelle/HOL as follows, where
apply ops unique parent is the name of this theorem:
theorem apply ops unique parent:
assumes apply ops ops = (log, tree)
shows unique parent tree
That is, we consider any list of operations ops and define
(log, tree) to be the replica state after ops have been applied.
We then prove that “unique parent tree” holds, where the
unique parent predicate is defined on lines 54–56 of Figure 4:
whenever the tree contains a triple whose third element is
the child node c, then the first and second elements of the
triple (the parent node and the metadata) are uniquely de-
fined. As we make no assumptions about ops, this theorem
holds for any replica state that can be reached by applying
any number of operations.
The graph contains no cycles. This second invariant is
expressed as follows in Isabelle/HOL:
theorem apply ops acyclic:
assumes apply ops ops = (log, tree)
shows acyclic tree
The acyclic predicate is defined on lines 58–59 of Figure 4,
using the ancestor relation (the transitive closure of the
graph’s edges): a graph contains no cycles if no node is an
ancestor of itself.
Other correctness properties. There are further criteria we
might use to determine if our algorithm is correct. For
example, we might demonstrate that a single-replica system
operates with the usual sequential semantics of a tree. In a
system with multiple disjoint trees, we could prove that the
trees don’t get tangled together. We conjecture that those
properties hold for our algorithm, but leave the proof out of
scope for this paper.
4.2 Convergence
As discussed in §3.4, we require that when replicas apply
the same set of operations, they converge towards the same
state, regardless of the order in which the operations are
applied. We formalise this in Isabelle/HOL as follows:
theorem apply ops commutes:
assumes set ops1 = set ops2
and distinct (map move time ops1)
and distinct (map move time ops2)
shows apply ops ops1 = apply ops ops2
The predicate distinct takes a list as argument, and re-
turns true if all elements of the list are distinct (i.e. no value
occurs more than once in the list). Therefore, the assumption
distinct (map move time ops1) states that in the list ops1, there
are no two operations with the same timestamp.
The function set takes a list and turns it into an un-
ordered set with the same elements. Thus, the assumption
set ops1 = set ops2 means that the lists ops1 and ops2 contain
the same elements, but perhaps in a different order—in
other words, ops1 is a permutation of ops2. Under these
assumptions, apply ops commutes proves that applying the
list of operations ops1 results in the same replica state as
applying the list of operations ops2.
Strong eventual consistency. Gomes et al. [4] define a
framework in Isabelle/HOL for proving the strong eventual
consistency properties of CRDTs. Using our convergence
proof above we integrate our tree datatype with this frame-
work, and thus demonstrate that our move operation on
trees does indeed guarantee strong eventual consistency.
The details appear in our Isabelle theory files [17].
4.3 Making the HOL definitions executable
Isabelle/HOL can generate executable Haskell, OCaml,
Scala, and Standard ML code from HOL definitions using
a sophisticated code generation mechanism [18]. However,
not all definitions can be realised in executable form: for
example, the use of choice principles (like in get parent) and
inductively defined relations (e.g. ancestor) cause problems.
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Move operations per second
Fig. 5. Median execution time to apply an operation to the replica state,
using Scala code generated by Isabelle. Error bars indicate the minimum
and 95th percentile.
constructs are convenient for theorem proving, they do not
translate well to executable code.
We therefore produce variants of the definitions in Fig-
ure 4 that are designed for execution rather than theorem
proving. Rather than representing the tree as a set of (parent,
meta, child) triples, these definitions use a hash-map in
which the keys are child nodes, and the values are (meta,
parent) pairs, written in Isabelle/HOL as (’n::{hashable}, ’m
× ’n) hm. The hashable type class means that keys must have
a hashing function. In effect, this hash-map is an index over
the set of triples, using the fact that the parent and metadata
for a given child are unique (§4.1). The hash-map implemen-
tation is from the Isabelle Collections Framework [19].
A hash-map t of type (’n, ’m × ’n) hm simulates a set T of
type (’n × ’m × ’n) set when their entries are the same:
definition simulates where simulates t T ≡
(∀ p m c. hm.lookup c t = Some (m, p)←→ (p, m, c) ∈ T)
where hm.lookup c t looks up the key c in the hash-map t,
returning Some x if c maps to the value x, and returning
None if c does not appear in the hash-map. We can now
prove the equivalence of the set-based and the hash-map-
based implementations:
lemma executable apply ops simulates:
assumes executable apply ops ops = (log1, t)
and apply ops ops = (log2, T)
shows log1 = log2 ∧ simulates t T
That is, if executable apply ops and apply ops are applied
to the same list of operations, they produce identical logs,
and also produce trees that contain the same set of key-
value bindings—i.e. the trees are extensionally equivalent,
despite having very different in-memory representations.
We can also prove corollaries of apply ops commutes and
apply ops acyclic for the hash-map-based implementation.
5 EVALUATION
5.1 Performance of move operation
With our algorithm, the worst-case cost of applying a move
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Move operations per second
Fig. 6. Median execution time to apply an operation to the replica state,
using a hand-optimised (not formally verified) Scala implementation.
Error bars indicate the minimum and 95th percentile.
in the log that need to be undone and redone, and d is
the depth of the tree (the number of parent relationships
that need to be traversed to check whether the operation
would introduce a cycle). To demonstrate that this cost is
acceptable in practice, we evaluated the performance of two
implementations of our algorithm. The first implementation
is Scala code extracted from our formally verified HOL def-
initions using Isabelle/HOL’s code generation mechanism.
The second implementation is handwritten Scala code that
we believe to be functionally equivalent, but which we have
not formally verified. By comparing these implementations
we can distinguish between inefficiencies introduced by
code generation and costs that are inherent to our algorithm.
We wrapped both implementations in a simple net-
work service and deployed three replicas on Amazon EC2
c5.large instances in Northern California (us-west-1),
Ireland (eu-west-1), and Singapore (ap-southeast-1).
The network delays between these regions are substantial:
a round trip from Ireland to California takes a median of
145 ms, and from Singapore to California takes 176 ms.
We use a synthetic workload in which each replica starts
with an empty tree and generates move operations at a
fixed rate; for each move operation the generating replica
chooses parent and child nodes uniformly at random from
a set of 1,000 tree nodes. A tree node is created by the first
operation that refers to it, and for simplicity we do not
use the optimisation discussed in § 3.6. We use Lamport
clocks [9] as operation timestamps, and 64-bit integers to
identify tree nodes. When a replica generates an operation,
it immediately applies that operation to its local state, and
it asynchronously sends the operation to the other two
replicas via TCP connections. When a replica receives an op-
eration from a remote replica, it also applies that operation
to its own replica state. Thus, of the operations applied by
each replica, approximately one third are locally generated,
and two thirds are received from the other two replicas.
A replica does not wait for a response for the previous
operation before generating and sending the next, so there
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Move operations per second
Fig. 7. Median time to apply a local CRDT operation compared to the median time to perform a move operation using state machine replication,
with a leader located in another region. Note the log scale on both axes.
For a given operation rate we ran the system for 10
minutes to reach a steady state. We repeated the experiment
with different operation rates, and measured the execution
time of our algorithm for applying each operation. Figures 5
and 6 show the results for the Isabelle-generated code and
the handwritten code respectively. In each figure, the upper
plot shows the distribution of execution times to apply one
operation received from another replica, and the lower plot
shows the time to apply one locally generated operation.
Both implementations exhibit qualitatively similar be-
haviour, but the absolute numbers differ significantly. A
local operation takes near-constant time to apply because
its timestamp is always greater than any existing operation
at the generating replica (by definition of Lamport clocks),
so it does not require any undo or redo. The median time
to apply a local operation is around 50 µs for the Isabelle-
generated code and around 1–2 µs for the handwritten code.
The reduced performance at low operation rates can be
explained by the JVM delaying JIT optimisations until a
method has been executed a certain number of times.
For remote operations, the execution time increases pro-
portionally to the rate at which operations are generated: as
the time interval between successive operations decreases
relative to the network delay, more operations are in flight
at the same time, and more undos/redos are required to
put operations in timestamp order. At some point, each
single-threaded replica is fully utilising one CPU core, and
increasing the rate at which operations are generated does
not increase throughput any further. The Isabelle-generated
code is saturated at a rate of 600 operations/sec (median
remote operations taking ≈1 ms), while the optimised code
is saturated at 5,700 operations/sec. This factor of 9.5 perfor-
mance difference is solely due to inefficient code generation;
functionally both implementations perform the same work.
At peak, the optimised implementation is performing
on average 200 undos and redos per remote operation.
The throughput could be increased by applying a batch of
operations at once, which would allow the cost of the undos
and redos to be amortised over the size of the batch. We
leave an evaluation of this optimisation for future work.
5.2 Comparison to locking/state machine replication
An alternative to our CRDT algorithm is to use a locking
protocol (§ 2.3). For example, a replica can acquire a lock
from a lock server, perform an update, and then release the
lock again. The minimum time for which a lock will be held
after it is acquired is then the round-trip time. If the lock
server is in California and the replica is in Singapore, and if
one move operation is performed per lock acquisition, this
system could only perform 1/176ms = 5.7 operations/sec.
The throughput of this locking-based scheme is therefore
three orders of magnitude lower than our optimised algo-
rithm’s throughput of 5,700 operations/sec.
A better alternative to our CRDT algorithm is to use state
machine replication [20]: that is, we use a leader replica or
consensus algorithm to impose a total order on all opera-
tions, and then execute operations in that same order on all
replicas. For a move operation on trees, the state machine
replication algorithm is much simpler than the CRDT: it still
needs to check for cycles, but it never needs to undo or redo
any operations because they are never applied out-of-order.
To compare the performance of our algorithm to the state
machine approach we ran another set of experiments on the
same three replicas in California, Ireland, and Singapore.
In this experiment, the Californian replica was designated
leader; it totally ordered all operations it received, and sent
them to all other replicas in the same order. The Irish and
Singaporean replicas generated operations, sent them to the
leader, and applied them to their local tree in the order
they were received from the leader. In order to ensure
a fair comparison to the CRDT algorithm, we ran these
experiments using the same two implementations (Isabelle-
generated and handwritten) and the same networking code.
The results are shown in Figure 7. Using the Isabelle-
generated code, the leader-based approach is able to sustain
14,000 move operations per second (23 times the CRDT’s
throughput of 600 ops/sec). Using the handwritten code,
the leader-based throughput is 22,000 ops/sec (4 times the
CRDT’s throughput of 5,700 ops/sec). The downside of state
machine replication is that performing an operation requires
waiting for a round-trip to the leader, which implies around
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five orders of magnitude higher latency (145–176 ms) than
the 1–2 µs it takes to execute local CRDT operations.
Therefore, we have a clear trade-off: in applications that
need to maximise throughput, a state machine replication
approach is preferable; in applications that need to minimise
response times to user requests or that need to continue
to be available during network interruptions, our CRDT
algorithm is preferable. In the leader-based approach, clients
cannot make updates while offline.
5.3 Evaluation of formal proof
The formalisation of our algorithm, and the proofs of its
properties as described in §4, have been formally checked
by Isabelle/HOL. Our proofs contain no unproven assump-
tions (i.e. no occurrences of the sorry keyword). Checking
all of the proofs takes 3 minutes on a 2018 MacBook Pro.
Besides the 59 lines of definitions given in Figure 4,
our Isabelle/HOL formalisation consists of a further 2,495
lines of proof code. Of this, we use 203 lines to prove that
every node has a unique parent, 443 lines to prove that
the tree contains no cycles, 450 lines to prove that move
operations commute and replicas converge, 327 lines to
prove the strong eventual consistency property, 743 lines
to define the executable variant of our algorithm and prove
its equivalence to the definitions of Figure 4, and 779 lines
to prove the safety of the optimisation in §3.6.
6 RELATED WORK
Many replicated data systems use optimistic replication [2],
which allows the state of replicas to temporarily diverge, in
order to achieve better performance and availability in the
presence of faults than strongly consistent systems [1], [21].
As a consequence, these systems require a mechanism for
merging or reconciling conflicting updates that were made
concurrently on different replicas. For example, version
control systems such as Git [22] leave conflicts for the user
to resolve manually. Databases such as Dynamo [23] and
Bayou [24] rely on the application programmer to provide
explicit conflict resolution logic; however, such logic is dif-
ficult to get right [4], [25], [26]. Hence, we want to automat-
ically ensure that all replicas converge towards a consistent
state, without requiring custom application logic—a consis-
tency model known as strong eventual consistency [3], [4].
6.1 Conflict-free Replicated Data Types
Our algorithm is an example of an operation-based Conflict-
free Replicated Data Type or CRDT [3], [27]. All CRDTs
share the property that concurrent changes on different
replicas can be merged in any order; any two replicas that
have seen the same set of updates are guaranteed to be in the
same state, regardless of the order in which they processed
these updates. Several CRDTs for trees have been proposed:
• Martin et al. [28], [29] define a CRDT for XML data,
and Kleppmann and Beresford [30] define a CRDT
for JSON. However, these algorithms only deal with
insertion and deletion of tree nodes, and do not
support moves. A move operation can be emulated
by deleting and re-inserting the moved node, but
this approach suffers from the duplication problem
demonstrated in §2.1.
• As discussed in §2.3, Najafzadeh et al. [5], [6] propose
two implementations for a replicated filesystem: a
CRDT in which conflicting moves are handled by
duplicating tree nodes (as in Figures 1b and 2b),
and a centralised implementation in which move
operations must obtain a lock before executing (not
a CRDT since it relies on synchronous coordination).
We discuss the performance costs of locking in §5.2.
• Ahmed-Nacer et al. [31] outline approaches to han-
dling conflicts on trees, but provide no algorithms.
• Tao et al. [32] propose handling conflicting move
operations by allowing the same object to appear in
more than one location; thus, their datatype is strictly
a DAG, not a tree. Some conflicts are handled by
duplicating tree nodes. Tao et al. also perform exper-
iments with Dropbox, Google Drive, and OneDrive,
similar to our experiments discussed in §2.
• Nair et al. [33] develop a CRDT tree with move
operation. This work is concurrent to ours and it is
unpublished at the time of writing, so we have not
been able to conduct a detailed comparison.
Several other CRDTs, such as Treedoc [34] and
LSEQ [35], use a tree structure internally. However, their
data model is a linear sequence; the tree structure is not
accessible to the application (for example, an application
cannot freely choose the parent node of a new tree node),
and they do not provide a move operation.
Besides CRDTs, another family of algorithms for con-
current modification of data structures is Operational Trans-
formation (OT) [36]. Several authors have defined concurrent
tree structures using OT [37], [38], [39], but they only handle
insertion and deletion of nodes, and do not support moves.
Molli et al. [40] define an OT tree structure with a move
operation. However, it requires that all communication be-
tween replicas is performed via total order broadcast, which
requires a leader replica or consensus algorithm, like in §5.2.
Our algorithm has better availability characteristics in the
presence of network partitions because it allows messages
to be delivered in any order, e.g. via peer-to-peer protocols.
Collaborative graphics software Figma uses an approach
inspired by CRDTs, but prevents cycles in their object tree
by relying on a central server; its replication protocol allows
objects to temporarily disappear while syncing [41].
6.2 Distributed filesystems
Many distributed filesystems, such as NFS, rely on syn-
chronous interaction with a server. This avoids the need for
conflict resolution, but rules out users working offline.
Coda is a client-server filesystem that allows clients to
locally cache copies of files stored in a server-side data
repository [42]. Clients can edit data in the cache while
offline, during which time a kernel module keeps track of all
updates. When the client comes back online it attempts to
resynchronise changes with the server. To resolve conflicts
due to concurrent updates, Coda uses application-specific
resolvers [43], similarly to Bayou’s approach [24]. Concur-
rent renaming and move operations have been considered,
but the authors note that they do “not address transparent
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resolution of cross-directory renames [i.e. move operations]
in [their] current implementation” [44]. Furthermore, while
the authors consider a number of conflicts associated with
directory move operations, they do not highlight the poten-
tial for the creation of cycles.
Ficus [45] is an in-kernel SunOS-based replicated peer-
to-peer filesystem. Ficus supports updates to replicas during
periods of network partition and claims “conflicting updates
to directories are detected and automatically repaired” [46].
Unfortunately we were unable to find a precise definition of
the algorithm used in any of the available publications.
Rumor [47], [48] is the successor to Ficus. While pre-
vious work uses the kernel filesystem interface, Rumor is a
userspace process that is invoked periodically by the user or
by a daemon; when run, it compares the state of the replicas.
The original version of Rumor was unable to scale beyond
20 replicas, but an extension called Roam [49] allowed better
scaling. In an attempt to test Rumor’s conflict handling we
obtained the source code from archive.org [50]; however, we
were unable to get it running after modest effort.
Unison is a file synchronisation tool with a formal spec-
ification that allows two replicas to synchronise the state of
a directory [51]. It permits offline updates to both replicas.
Like Rumor, Unison is a userspace process that compares
replica states. Whenever it is run, Unison records a summary
of the filesystem state on each replica, and it uses this
summary to determine the changes made since the last
synchronisation. When presented with the move operations
described in Figure 1, Unison duplicates the files, resulting
in the outcome shown in Figure 1a. Unison is unable to
automatically synchronise the move operations shown in
Figure 2 and instead asks the user to choose one of four
possible resolutions: those shown in Figure 2b, 2c, 2d, or to
delete both directories.
Hughes et al. [52] test Dropbox and Google Drive against
a formal specification, but they do not consider moving files,
and thus they do not find the issue described in §2.2.
Bjørner [53] discusses the development of the Dis-
tributed File System Replication (DFS-R) component of Win-
dows Server, during which a model checker found an issue
with concurrent moves similar to Figure 2a. Bjørner outlines
several possible solutions, but notes that model-checking
their algorithm was not feasible due to state space explosion.
Our use of proof by induction, rather than model-checking,
allows us to verify the correctness of our algorithm in
unbounded executions.
After we performed the experiments described in §2,
the Dropbox engineering team published a blog post [54]
acknowledging the problems of cycles and duplication due
to concurrent moves.
6.3 Totally ordered operation log
Our approach of ordering operations by a timestamp, and
undoing/redoing them as necessary so that they take effect
in ascending timestamp order, is conceptually very simple.
Similar ideas appear in many other systems, including the
Bayou database [24], Jefferson’s Time Warp mechanism [55],
and Burckhardt’s standard conflict resolution [26, §4.3.3]. The
concept of undo-redo is also well known from write-ahead
logging [56].
The SECRO approach [57] allows arbitrary CRDTs to be
defined by having each replica execute deterministic update
functions in the same total order, and replaying operation
history if necessary. In principle, our algorithm could be
expressed as a SECRO, but we provide optimisations that
go beyond the SECRO model. SECRO always processes op-
erations in forward direction, whereas our use of undo/redo
is more efficient on long operation histories if replicas have
most of the operation log in common. (SECRO allows long
operation histories to be truncated, but this mechanism may
result in discarded operations if replicas are disconnected
for extended periods of time.) Moreover, our optimisation of
node creation operations (§3.6) is specific to our algorithm,
and is not possible in the general SECRO model.
As an example of the SECRO approach, De Porre et
al. present an AVL tree CRDT [57]. Even though this data
structure is internally a tree, the interface it exposes is an
ordered set datatype, not a tree in which the user can choose
to create, delete, and move arbitrary nodes.
To our knowledge, the approach of ordering opera-
tions by timestamp has not previously been applied to the
problem of replicated trees, and in particular not a move
operation. We are not aware of previous mechanised proofs
(using Isabelle or other tools) that formalise this approach.
7 CONCLUSIONS
We have defined a novel algorithm that handles arbitrary
concurrent modifications of a tree data structure—adding,
moving, and removing nodes—in a peer-to-peer replication
setting. It is applicable to distributed filesystems, databases,
and applications that use a tree-structured data model. Our
approach ensures that all replicas converge to the same con-
sistent state without needing any manual conflict resolution,
and without requiring application developers to implement
conflict handling logic. Updates made to a local replica take
effect immediately, while operations from remote replicas
can be propagated and applied asynchronously. This ap-
proach means that user interaction is consistently fast, even
in the face of unbounded communication delays or during
disconnected operation of mobile devices.
The principle behind our algorithm is easy to under-
stand: undoing and redoing operations so that they are
effectively executed in timestamp order. Nevertheless, it
solves a real problem that has not been solved correctly
in widely deployed software such as Google Drive and
Dropbox, as we demonstrated in §2. To rule out such bugs,
we formally verified the correctness of our algorithm using
the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant; our theorems show that
replicas can apply operations in any order, and that the
result is always a valid tree (nodes have at most one parent,
and the graph does not contain any cycles). Moreover, these
results apply to unbounded executions and an arbitrary
number of replicas—an advantage of using a proof assistant
over other formal approaches such as model checking.
One might wonder whether our algorithm’s consistency
model is strong enough for practical use. On this point, we
note that this model is what Google Drive and Dropbox use
today [52] (apart from the aforementioned bugs).
We also evaluated the performance of two implemen-
tations of our algorithm (one formally verified, the other
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optimised for performance) across three replicas in Califor-
nia, Ireland and Singapore. Our optimised implementation
applies local updates in 1–2 µs, five orders of magnitude
faster than is possible with a leader replica or consensus
protocol operating over these distances, and our algorithm
remains available in the face of network interruptions. How-
ever, compared to leader-based replication our algorithm
has four times lower throughput.
Our work is especially interesting due to the ubiquity of
tree data models across many different types of applications
and databases. In future work we hope to integrate our
algorithm into CRDT libraries such as Automerge,2 and use
it to build novel collaborative applications.
We are also exploring whether the undo-do-redo ap-
proach can be used in other concurrent data structures;
for example, there is an open problem in collaborative text
editing [16] that might be solved by this approach. Our
Isabelle/HOL formalisation, which is open source [17], can
be used for future work in this area.
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